The trope of the theatre is deeply rooted in Western military strategy. The 'theatre of war' metaphor enables military strategists (especially since Clausewitz) to imagine the playing field of war events from a panoramic point of view,1 i.e. as a theatre with a stage (the battlefield) and actors (officers and soldiers) who can be commanded by a group of directors (military staff). At the same time these directing professionals constitute the audience, whereas citizens, the suffering population in cities and villages, are no more than stage extras, part of the scenery. One could say that it is this image of war as theatre that transforms it into the directors' playing tool instead of an event governed by equal individuals in combat. Fighters on both sides are equally transformed into the puppets of a huge theatrical war play, 'mere bodies (on stage) that neither think nor feel.'2
overviews of the different battles to inform a broader audience and reading public about recent or historical battles.
The distance in time, space and experience between (war) professionals on the one hand and those who 'consume' their (military) performances (the citizens, the audience) on the other was crucial for the idea of war and diplomacy as (entertaining) theatres. The idea and language of the theatre enabled the audience to imagine war as an exotic distanced experience that could safely be related to their own perception, but it also confronted the citizen with his own role of observer and media consumer. Parallel to the increasing distance between the experiences of civic communities and the execution of military operations due to military professionalisation, Dutch citizens manifested a growing fascination with war journalism and the details of war acts during the first half of the eighteenth century. Public interest in the acts of war encouraged authors to write commercial re-enactments of the most important battles, like the three oorslogsspelen published and performed in Amsterdam between 1704 and 1708. Also the peace negotiations in Utrecht were considered suitable for the theatre: an occasion to display the exotic world of international politics on the Amsterdam stage featuring courtiers and diplomats during their 'business' of making peace.
In this chapter I would like to discuss these theatrical imaginations of the battlefield and the world of diplomacy on the Amsterdam stage and in traveling peepshows (rarekiek) of the early eighteenth century. My main focus will be on how the public was expected to 'see' and experience acts of war and the peace negotiations when these acts were mediated by theatrical performances and staged as theatre. Fair visitors, spectators in the municipal theatre and newspaper readers certainly represented socially diverse audiences, but all were confronted with theatrical representations of what previously had been a hidden reality for the general public of the Dutch Republic: the daily practice of war and diplomacy. I will especially explore the spatial and discursive perspectives that were dominant in these representations and how they framed the early modern popular vision of war and diplomacy. On the one hand, the early modern focus on war and diplomacy as entertaining spectacles prevented a more personal identification with the military and diplomats as these plays featured negotiations and military actions as primarily attractive events taking place in a distanced and exotic world. On the other hand, however, the mediated theatres of war and diplomacy of the early eighteenth century could have triggered the curiosity of larger audiences to get a better understanding of the distant experiences of militaries and diplomats. What do these theatrical representations and the different perspectives related to it tell us about the difficult relationship between war, politics, and entertainment in the eighteenth century?
The Theatre of Diplomacy
Not only the early modern spectacle of war could be characterised as a theatre; the world of diplomacy often was considered in the same vein. When we take a closer look at that fascinating picture by Simon Fokke of the negotiations in Utrecht on the cover of this book, there is no doubt: to achieve peace by means of high politics, the successful diplomat is expected to behave like an actor. The depicted room in the Utrecht city hall in this picture is such a theatre. The pose of the standing diplomat, his gestures, his position in the room-all these factors, in combination with the heavy curtains behind him, strengthen our impression of watching a performance, a performance on a stage and before an audience. The performer not only needs his own gestures; he is in need of that audience to achieve his goals and needs listeners, a public to whom he can address his statements and for whom he could 'perform a peace' .
The idea of the diplomat as an actor (comédien) functioned as a commonplace in early modern diplomatic handbooks. Both François de Callières and Abraham de Wicquefort for instance refer to this image of the diplomat as an actor, with the court as his main stage and theatre.5 While performing on that stage, he must master the art of 'dissimulation' in order to hide the true intentions of his negotiation strategies. Callières refers to the ambassador as an actor also because of the public nature of his acting. The scene of his political interventions is laid on a semi-public stage, where he has to play his role of a negotiating representative in a most convincing way. The ambassador is at the same time a servant and someone who speaks on behalf of his master, which means: he plays the 'grand role' of representing this master at foreign courts:
Un Ambassadeur ressemble en quelque maniere maniere à un Comedien, exposé sur le theatre aux yeux du Public pour y joüer de grands rôles, comme son emploi l'éleve au-dessus de sa condition & l'égale en quelque sorte aux Maîtres de la terre par le droit de presentation qui y est attaché, & par le commerce particulier qu'il lui donne avec eux, il ne peut passer que pour un mauvais Acteur s'il n'en fait pas soûtenir la diginité; (. . .).6
The idea of representing someone or something else (here: the representation of sovereign power) implies that the ambassador has to imagine himself impersonalizing that power. His performance in public and in front of other representatives and diplomats determines how the dignity related to that power is represented.
The theatre itself was one of the diplomat's representative instruments to strengthen diplomatic relations between the European powers during the celebration of political events. Julius Bernhard von Rohr for instance describes in his Einleitung zur Ceremoniel-Wissenschaft der grossen Herren of 1733, with a separate chapter on 'Opern und Comoedien' , the ways in which these political events-like a recently signed peace treaty, the birth and baptism of a royal scion, or a wedding within the royal family-had to be celebrated.7 Von Rohr mainly describes celebrations at the court, but these richly decorated court festivities served as a model for the small-scale celebrations ambassadors were expected to organize abroad, as in the relatively small and provincial town of Utrecht. The diplomats who worked in the Dutch Republic, however, rarely had access to a private or public theatre where they could organize their festivities. Thus, in Utrecht, theatre 'tents' were built to offer a space for theatrical performances and the 'hotels' of the different diplomats could also serve as locations for such theatrical events.8
The Hague, Leiden and Amsterdam were the only cities in the Dutch Republic with a theatre building. In Amsterdam, the municipal theatre (the Schouwburg) was used regularly for the performance of so-called 'peace plays' depicting a recently signed peace treaty. The treaties of Munster (1648), Nijmegen (1678) and Rijswijk (1697) were all celebrated in the Amsterdam municipal theatre with the performance of such peace plays, which were often part of more extensive urban festivities with fireworks and thanksgiving services in the churches.9 The performance of 1713 even took place one month before the official festivities because the Peace of Utrecht was signed shortly re-enact something that is in itself a very theatrical act: the official announcement of peace and signing of the peace treaty.11 As Lotte Jensen has already shown in Chapter 9, it is not only the celebration of peace as such but the celebration of 'Europe' (and the larger European community) as a peacemaker, which makes this allegorical play so remarkable. The play however also functioned as a theatrical news medium attracting public attention to what took place behind the scenes of diplomacy before the peace treaty was signed. Doing so, it made the 'theatre of diplomacy' accessible to a larger audience and enabled the viewers to reflect on the political and tactical skills that were important in the world of diplomats. The play incorporates the idea that diplomatic acting before the public eye concerns the 'grands roles' of the diplomat as the representative of state power. The remarks of Callières that a well-educated ambassador should know how to represent the dignity of his master well enough are embedded here in doubling the roles of the allegorical characters who represent four European nations, as they also act as those nations' negotiators. The rivers Rhine, Meuse, Thames, and Seine are their nations, but they also play a role focused on mediating between the nation's interests, political power, and diplomatic prudence.
The second act of the play opens with a silent performance of the negotiators who are welcomed by the patroness of Utrecht (Vrouw Uitrecht). They are surrounded by a curious (nieuwsgierig-literally: longing for news) public: 'thousands of people, recommended by Dame Curiosity to satisfy the fancy of their eyes' , as one of the explicating verses describes it.12 It is the figure of Staatkunde ('Politics') who brings the different countries in the play together and transforms them from suffering and fighting nations into negotiating powers. 'Friendship' and other (political) virtues ('Patience' , 'Unity') are Politics' helpers. They support the negotiations behind the scenes and try to convince 'Europe' that her future peace is nearing since 'Politics' , who represents the prudence of negotiating nations, opposes the dominance of war and conflict. The four rivers reflect on the power of 'Politics' to unite them, and they explicitly mention the balance of power as the main principle on which the future peace treaty should be based.13 Fighting against the incertitude of 'Thames' (caused by internal dissent), 'Politics' manages in the last act to bring 'Peace' to 'Europe' , and thus the play ends with a silent performance of the different countries and their representatives signing the peace treaty.
Military Peepshows
The early modern concept of war and diplomacy as a theatre was strongly connected to the expectations of curious audiences, longing for news about what exactly is taking place behind the scenes of war and diplomacy. Even when people had direct access to information about war and diplomacy in the early modern period, it was not self-evident that they also had the reading skills to take in the whole story. A striking characteristic of war reports in seventeenthand early-eighteenth-century newspapers is their complexity and the often incomprehensible military, legal, and political jargon that upholds the idea of secrecy and confidentiality related to the official documents the newspapers editors used for their reports.14 The impression of having access to confidential papers may have increased a certain reading pleasure but was not yet based on what Mary Favret (in relation to late-eighteenth-century war journalism) calls 'war literacy' or the ability of the public to become competent readers of news about war events.15 Rather, it might be argued that the intention of seventeenth-and early-eighteenth-century newspaper editors was the opposite, namely to preclude a full understanding of the facts about war. This interpretation would enable us to characterize the newspaper war report as an exciting 'peepshow': the idea of reading something the reader should not be able to read; of seeing something he should not be able to see. The peepshow in its literal sense is another form of war entertainment quite similar to the war re-enactments on stage I will discuss later on. Travelling peepshows in the Dutch Republic (called rarekiek, literally: 'rare view') and in other parts of Europe confronted the public with scenes of foreign towns and landscapes. The battlefield was one of the peculiarities, or 'worlds beyond one's self' , that showmen at fairs presented to the public in a wooden box with a Apart from his focus on the 'rare' and remarkable aspects of a war act, Jaap also differentiates between a battle report in the newspapers, which represents movements but not the fight itself, and what he expects to see during the peepshow. It is the spectacle of the fight Jaap is interested in, and he could not care less about names, troop movements, war councils, or any details about the generals who were traveling through the Southern Netherlands. What interests him is to see the fight, to get the key moment of the battle visualized, especially when the soldiers are ready to attack each other with their naked swords. The French-coloured vocabulary of the showman, which seems to strengthen the stereotype of the showman as a Frenchman or Walloon, could also be seen as a caricature of abstruse newspaper language, as it causes a lot of confusion between Jaap and Harlequin. The attack of comte de la Mothe, for instance, is understood by Jaap as the circling of a moth (mot in Dutch) and the word retireeren (to retire) turns out to be no part of Jaap's vocabulary, while Jaap is also mystified by the numbers of the different squadrons.21 Jaap is a newspaper reader with a very low level of 'war literacy' , and it is the spectacle that fascinates him, not the facts behind the war. The visualisation of the battlefield enables Jaap to 'enjoy' the war not in its appearance as a collection of dry military strategic facts, but as an experience of the battlefield 'as if it were real' , which occurs for instance when Harlequin tries to clarify some chaotic scenes in the box, like comte de la Mothe fleeing, blinded and disoriented by the smoke of the gunfire, from the battlefield.22
The depiction of the battlefield in this peepshow is of course very different from the way in which a military map confronts the public with the details of a war (see for instance fig. 10.3) . The military map functions like an icon of both military knowledge, state power and territorial claims, depicted as a paper landscape with silent lines, as a 'socially empty space, functioning as both metaphor and metonym for political domination.'23 Whereas the military map thus hold to the abstraction of the professional, distant view from above, theatrical representations like the peepshows explored different ways of 'seeing' at once. On an etching by Romeyn de Hooghe for instance ( fig. 10.2 ), published and distributed as a pamphlet, we clearly see the battle of Blenheim of 1704 depicted, on the one hand, from a professional, distanced point of view, taking the position of the general who overlooks the battlefield from a hill. This slightly elevated perspective enables the etcher to depict and foreground all of the twenty-six heroes of Blenheim, but he avoids letting these heroes determine the whole scene. Like the numerous soldiers and officers in the background, they seem to be totally absorbed in the baroque spectacle of war. Looking closer however, we discover a totally different face of war: the pain, horror, fear and anger of the dramatically shadowed faces, bodies and horses in the forefront, and the minor figures in the background.
The tension between a distanced overview of the battlefield as a whole and the proximity of emotions, pain, and death that becomes visible when observing the details of the etching is similar to the tension that could be related to other theatrical imaginations of the battlefield. The reader or viewer shares the professional perspective, but this seemingly distanced and detached look on the fighting masses hides another view that allows for much more attention to the details of the fight. De Hooghe's etching pays attention not only to the movements and fighting as such-the sword flashes Jaap wants to seebut also to the faces of the fighting soldiers, which show a range of emotions, thus providing insight into a more personal experience of combat. The viewer, however, like the peepshow audience, has to break through the distanced overall perspective in order to recognize these details. He needs the words of the showman to learn more about the sensual experiences behind the scene, about smoke and confusion for instance. His eyes have to be directed to the depicted individuals in order to see what is actually happening on the battlefield, not only in relation to the troops, masses, and the changing lines of attack, but also in relation to the feelings of the individual soldiers, officers and generals who carry out these movements.
War Journalism on Stage
Before the allegorical 'peace play' Staatkunde was performed in the Amsterdam municipal theatre to celebrate the Peace of Utrecht and to stage the triumph of the European 'theatre of diplomacy,' three spectacular 'war The tableaux vivants were intended to show the public lively images of military actions that took place far from home, but their patriotic rhetoric is obligatory and hardly has any affective function. The main appeal of the play is the visual spectacle of shootings, bloodshed, and scenes of dying soldiers. The military operations as such are presented in quite a stiff way, but the horror of the war is painted in lively colours:
Third Performance: After an explanation the prospect is lifted, after which we see the Danube; which the Enemies, with crowds, jump into; while one sees out of the River now and then People, These spectacular performances in the Amsterdam Schouwburg are strongly focused on the visual and auditory appeal of battlefield scenes. With special effects, including smoke, shouting, sounds of shootings, and 'war music' , the important battles of the War of the Spanish Succession are transformed into a kind of early modern multi-media experience. In some cases, the presentation of the battle is even multi-layered, with a tableau in the forefront of the stage, and another tableau in the background which had to represent the complex character of battle with simultaneous attacks from the flanks as well as from behind.27
The perspective of the audience in these Amsterdam battle plays is tied up with the distanced perspective of the strategist or with that of the official reporter (the explicator of the performances) who is above all an observer and does not take part in the event itself. The heroes of the play remain flat characters, commanders without any script who seem to endure their performances rather than directing or even experiencing them. The role of the actor who recites the verses explaining the tableaux vivants could be compared with both the role of the newspaper editor and the role of the showmen of peepshows. The explanations of what is shown on stage are primarily meant to be informative, but they are also of course interpretations of the battle and are often combined with a political, Dutch military propaganda frame. On the other hand, post-battle commentating voices referring to the chaos of war, the streams of blood, the turmoil, the fear of the soldiers, the steam, and the smoke, reveal how participants in war are sensually and emotionally affected by the battlefield experience.28
Suffering and pain are presented not just with words but also with sounds. The above-mentioned war music resounds during a discussion between the allegorical characters about the more abstract political effects of the war. Here we see a direct confrontation of allegory representing a distanced political and ideological framing of the battle with war as a sensual and auditory experience. In the second Amsterdam war play-Het verloste Braband en Vlaanderen (1706)-about the battle of Ramillies, sounds and cries literally disturb the political interpretation of the facts in a dialogue between the 'Dyl' river, 'Flanders,' and 'Braband;' forcing these characters into a more affective en Paerdehoofden, op en onder ziet gaan.' Door Yver Bloeid de Kunst, De roemruchtige zegepraal, 38. 27 Ibid., [22] [23] [32] [33] response towards the facts of war.29 Both these auditory intermezzos and the silent performances show that early modern theatre was able to break through the detached perspective of the political commentator and that it could challenge the audience to be all eyes and ears and cast a closer look at the spectacle, which also aimed at representing the sensual reality of war itself.
Conclusion
The representations of war and diplomacy in eighteenth-century Dutch theatre, peepshows, and re-enactments on stage discussed here showcase the range of early modern 'theatrical' imaginations of what was happening on Europe's battlefields and in the rooms of negotiating diplomats. The tableaux vivants and dialogues of Krook's 'peace play' Staatkunde (1713) stage the theatre of diplomacy as an object of public interest. Diplomatic handbooks also highlight the image of the diplomat as a performer who needs acting skills in order to represent and 'play' sovereign power in public. Krook's play addresses the public attention for the negotiations that would lead to the Peace of Utrecht, but it also discusses the principles on which these negotiations should be based. The allegorical characters who represent the suffering and fighting nations are transformed into impersonations of prudence and negotiating qualities, more explicitly represented by the main character 'Politics' and his helpers. The peace play enables the audience not only to imagine the world of negotiating powers, but also to learn about the political principles of balance of power and the rules of international diplomacy.
The incomprehensible idiom and exotic jargon of diplomats and the military are satirically spotlighted in the poem that describes a travelling peepshow about the Battle of Wijnendale. These travelling peepshows enabled the public in small villages and towns in the Dutch countryside to see and experience the spectacular theatres of war which were absent from everyday life in the Dutch Republic in the early eighteenth century. The technique of looking through a glass in order to discover a distant world also transforms a public event into a private experience. The peepshow not only brought the war, as a miniature battle, back to the towns and villages of the Dutch Republic of the early eighteenth century; it also (re)connected the experience of war with the citizen's private sphere. It transformed battles into attractive and convenient theatrical events, but it also confronted the audience with its own role as an observer of war events, which became clear in the references made by 'Jaap' , who explicitly refers to his own role as a newspaper reader and critically reflects on the confusing information flow about military operations. The above-discussed 'theatres' as ways of seeing and experiencing distant acts of war and diplomacy relate various genres in their attempts to open up the experience of battles and peace negotiations to a larger audience than just military professionals and diplomats. Playing with the tension between distance and closeness on different levels, the peepshows and re-enactments explore various modes of combining more factual war representations with theatrical displays that had to attract curious spectators and 'to satisfy the fancy of their eyes' , as it is the aim of 'Dame Curiosity' in the Amsterdam peace play of 1713. Showmen and explicicators are essential 'actors' during these performances, drawing attention to meaningful details that tend to be overlooked or misunderstood by the audience. Musical and auditory intermezzos provide the audience a sensual experience of the actions taking place at far-away battlezones or around Europe's negotiation tables. The strategic overview of the spectacle of war often interacts with the intimacy of faces and voices that interrupt the spectator's detached enjoyment of a distant battle. The friction between diplomacy as a distant representational event (viz. signing a peace treaty) and the harsh reality behind the scenes of diplomatic business (the negotiations) may be less painful or disruptive, but still confronts us with the twofold function of early modern theatre as an instrument for mediating experiences from a distant world and fostering personal identification, while simultaneously allowing for enjoying that distance and the spectacles related to it.
